What does Jesus say about what belongs to the Father?

Starting at the star, follow the arrows to fill in the blanks.

```
S  G  N
M  O  L
I  E  L
T  B  H
A
```

“...to the Father is __________ e.”

Find 15 differences in the second picture below.

"He will testify about Me."

"He will testify about Me."
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What does Jesus say is the reason He is telling us about these things?

According to Jesus, what else will the Spirit of truth do when He comes?

Find the missing sections of the words in the picture below to fill in the blanks.

Use this code to fill in the blanks.

```
CODE

❤=A  ❤=D  ❤=G  ❤=J  ❤=M  ❤=P  ❤=S  ❤=V  ❤=Y
❤=B  ❤=E  ❤=H  ❤=K  ❤=N  ❤=Q  ❤=T  ❤=W  ❤=Z
❤=C  ❤=F  ❤=I  ❤=L  ❤=O  ❤=R  ❤=U  ❤=X
```

“I __ve to___ you this,
so that ___en the ti___ ___mes
you will ___ember that
I war___ you.”